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investigate electronic structure property of some molecular
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Calculations of the electronic structures of molecules
(including the special case of atoms) are usually carried
out at one of three different levels of approximation. If
one retains the correct nonrelativistic hamiltonian (in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation) and constructs a trial wave
function, e.g., by the variational method or perturbation
theory, then two such levels may be designated as follows:
1. Nonempirical, or ab initio, calculations, in which all
the integrals arising in the calculation are evaluated
analytically.
2. Parametric, or semiempirical, calculations, in which
certain quantities (usually integrals) are neglected or are
determined on the basis of agreement with experiment, i.e.,
are treated as disposable parameters.
In many-electron systems, e.g., large molecules, one
usually has to resort to the use of approximate (and even
undefined) hamiltonians whose eigenfunctions may, in some
cases, be obtained exactly. This level may be described as
follows:
3. Simplified-model calculations, which may involve only
some of the electrons and may also use simplified potential
1
functions.
In this thesis, the first two levels of approximation
would be adhered to in calculating the ground state energy





In this chapter we are concerned with electronic
properties of isolated atoms and molecules in a stationary
state and shall confine our considerations to interactions
between particles which are purely electrostatic in origin;
that is relativistic and electromagnetic interactions will
be ignored.
An atomic or molecular system will be approximated as
a system of n electrons moving in a field due to fixed
nuclei. The stationary states of such a system may be
determined by the solution of the time-independent
Schrodinger equation
(Xj , X2, . . . , Xfj) = (2£i / Xj, . . . , Xf^) (2.1)
where H is the hamiltonian operator
H = E; h (i) + Si<j g (i,j) (2.2a)
Here h = - 1/2 (i) + v (i) , (2.2b)
where v (i) = -S z^/rj^ (2.2c)
is the one electron hamiltonian operator for electron i, and
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M refers to the /x nucleus of charge z,
while
g (i,j) = 1/rij (2.2d)
is the electrostatic interaction between electron i and j.
We have expressed all quantities in atomic units which we
shall adhere to throughout in this thesis. In this system
the unit of length is the Bohr radius (0.52917A), the unit
of energy the Hartree (27.20974 eV) and the unit of charge
is that of the electron, e.
The function depends on the variables x = (r,?;), a
collection of electron space and spin coordinates, and
involves nuclear coordinates as parameters. The fixed-
nucleus model approximation of the Schrodinger equation
(2.1) was first established by Born and Oppenheimer (1927).
The total energy of the system is then just the sum of the
electronic energy E and the nuclear repulsion energy,
^toui = E + Z^ (2.3)
Equation (2.1) is an eigenvalue equation
characterized by possessing solutions only for certain
special values E^ of the parameter E. H is a Hermitian
operator. The spectrum of H in general will be infinite
consisting of discrete and continuous parts. We shall be
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interested in a finite discrete part of the spectrum. The
eigenfunctions are well-behaved, quadratically
integrable, orthonormal and form a complete set.
The equation (2.1) is a partial differential equation
in 4n independent variables, n being the number of electrons
in the system. It is completely soluble in closed form for
certain rather special forms of the hamiltonian. For
example, it is insoluble for all atoms except those of
hydrogenic character. For molecules and most atoms one
needs therefore an effective approximate method of solving
the Schrodinger equation (2.1).
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Variational Method For Bound States
The exact eigenfunctions and the corresponding
eigenvalues of H, that is the solutions of
(2.4)
can be numbered as follows :
^ ex -a/ ex -J/ ex
^0 / ^1 / ^2 »
Eo" < Ei“ < Ej"
We assume that we are dealing with a discrete
spectrum. refers to the ground state and
k > 0 to excited states of the system. Let F be the space
functions {. The variational principle establishes that
(5E = 0 (2.5a)
Here E is to be considered a functional of any
arbitrary function 'i' satisfying the appropriate boundary
conditions; E[^] is defined as
£[■^^3 s <^‘Hl^>/<^|'^ (2.5b)
Furthermore, the exact energy Eq'’' of the ground state is the
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lower bound of the quantity (2.5b)
i.e £[^1^] > Eo“
The variational method for the calculation of bound
states consists in seeking the solutions of (2.4) among the
functions of a space more restricted than F. For F' we
may take a subset of particular wavefunctions $(Cj,C2,...)
labelled with a certain number of continuous parameters c,,
Cj, .. . spanning only a part of F considered as a functional
of §, the quantity E[$] reduces to a simple function of the
variational parameters, E(c,,C2). Each set of values Cj®, 0°,
... for which this function is stationary, 5E(Ci°, , ...) =
0 defines an approximate solution $0(^1°/ Cj”, ..•) of (2.4).
The method takes a particularly useful form when the
trial function $ depends linearly on the variational
parameters c,,.
§ - c^ $j. , (2.6)
where ^^(k = l,2,...m) are the basis functions of the
subspace F'. Then an extension of the variational theorem
derived by MacDonald, Hylleraas and Undheim [8] establishes
that the m solutions of 5E[$] = 0 satisfy
(2.7a)
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If F' is extended to include one or more functions
m+1 f
then
£^(m) > 2^,(0.+1) > (2.7b)
The success of the method depends essentially on the choice
of the trial-function space F'. The trial function must be
simple enough to lend itself easily to calculation, but must
vary in a sufficiently large or well chosen domain for the
solutions obtained to be close to the exact ones. The chief
virtues of the method are that we are always assured of
staying above the exact energy levels and that E(f] differs
from the exact energy E[^*] by a second order term in 5$ =
Next we will address the problem of constructing n-
electron functions spanning F'. In what follows we shall
call or $ the wave function and E the energy of the
system. Due to their approximate nature they are not
unique.
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CONSTRUCTION OF AN APPROXIMATE n-ELECTRON WAVE FUNCTION
Here we shall construct an n-electron approximate wave
function
'^'’ = ^(Xi, Xj/ . , x„) = Sif” (Xj, X2/ . ... f x„) C|j (2.8)
from a finite set of one electron functions (x)}, i =* 1,
....m. The $^'s are called 'configurations', which span a
space F', adequate to describe the system under
consideration.
The set of all products { "i'ki(Xi) }, where k,,
k2, ...., kn refers to one of the (“„) combinations with m t
n, is complete for any function of n-electron variables x,
in the interval in which '^'i(Xi) is defined. We shall pick a
finite set of such products based on some physical arguments
about the system to represent the first guess for the trial
wave functions.
Now, we want to consider the operators corresponding
to certain 'invariants' of a quantum mechanical system (such
as spin, angular momentum, permutation e.t.c), which are
called symmetry operators. They are hermitian (A'*' = A) and
commute with the hamiltonian of the system
[H, A] = 0 (2.9)
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It can be shown that an approximate wave function chosen
to be an eigenfunction of A
A'^ = (2.10)
and simultaneously a solution of = 0, has the
property
= 0 (2.11)
where is another such function with eigenvalue X', and X
7^ X' . This suggests that for the expansion form of an
approximate wavefunction 'i' = S^^k^k/ <^!Hj'^ =
^nd all adapted to be a
symmetry operator A, and that the belonging to different
eigenvalues of A may not be included in the expansion.
Such a symmetry adapted approximate wavefunction can
be constructed through the use of projection operators
associated to a symmetry operator A corresponding to it's
eigenvalue X^. Let Aj, Aj, .... be the various symmetry
operators of the system. Then define a configuration as
(2.12)
This implies that the total wavefunction is
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The wavefunction is designated by particular
eigenvalues of the symitietry operator; (S, Mg, L, Ml) e.g for
atoms.
One important example is the permutation symmetry.
The total wavefunction is required to be antisymmetric with
respect to all permutations of the electron co-ordinates Xj,
X2, ....Xo.
P’J^(Xj, 'X.2t ^2 / • • • • x„) (2.13)
where p is the parity of the permutations. The associated
projection operator
Pp = (n!)-‘ 2p(-l)^ (2.14)
selects the antisymmetric component out of any trial
wavefunction, in particular
Pp = Dk = (n!)*'" det [^ki(Xi) ^k2(x2) 1 (2.15)
The Dk is called a slater Determinant.
So far we have assumed the existence of a finite set
of certain one-electron functions for each electron of the
system, {^i(x)}, called spin orbitals will be constructed in
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the following manner. We assume first that (x) is
representable in the product form
^i(x) = $i(r) yirj) yin) (2.16)
The spatial part i^ir) is called an atomic or molecular
orbital and can be constructed as a linear combination of
appropriate analytic basis functions on various nuclei of
the molecule (LCAO approximation)
= Sp Xp (2.17)
One special form of Xp/ called the slater type orbital
(STO), which we use throughout in this thesis, is
Xp = Xoimi = Rni(r) Y^^(0,0) (2.18a)
with
R^(r) = [(2n)!]-‘^2 (2f)“ + ‘^ r“-‘ exp(-fr) (2.18b)
Furthermore, each will be restricted to be
associated to both sorts of spin functions a and /3. The
restrictions incorporated here for such a special
representation of spin orbitals are called equivalence and
symmetry (ES) restrictions.
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Lastly, to impose symmetry constraints on the
wavefunction, it is convenient to have orbitals which form a
basis of the irreducible representations (IRS) of the point
group of the system (O3 for atoms, for heteronuclear
diatomic molecules). Linear combinations of the type (2.17)
are formed to achieve this. The orbitals, atomic or
molecular, will then be represented as $ixmx» where X denotes
the species (IR) and m^ the subspecies (different members
within same IR). The index i is used to distinguish
different orbitals of the same symmetry.
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THE HARTREE-POCK SELF CONSISTENT-FIELD METHOD (SCF)
The self consistent field method of Hartree has the
disadvantage of the total electronic wavefunction not chosen
to be anti-symmetric and thus violating the Pauli Exclusion
Principle.
However, the Hartree-Fock SCF method takes care of
this problem by replacing the simple Hartree product
wavefunction by its anti-symmetric projection. The
Variational Principle is then employed to derive a new set
of self-consistent-field equations which are closely related
to the Hartree SCF equations.
The Hartree Fock Equations
An N-electron wavefunction which is constructed as a
product of N spinorbitals can be written as follows :
# = S, (i) (2.19)
since this wavefunction is not antisymmetric with respect to
exchange of a pair of electron co-ordinates; the anti¬
symmetrized function is given by the slater determinant
14
i Si (1) Si (1) S„ (1) I
det ^ I Si (2) (2) S„ (2) | (2.20)
i I
i I
I Si (N) Si (2) S„ (N) I
where each spin-orbital is assvuned to be separately
normalized and where the factor (N!)’^''^ is a normalization
factor arising from the N! spin-orbital products resulting
in the expansion of det The determinant will vanish if
any two electrons have all four quantiun numbers (i.e n, 1,
mi, mg) the same. In general, whether each spin-orbital is
associated with definite quantum numbers or not, det ^ will
vanish whenever two electrons are represented by the same
spin-orbital. This result is known as the Pauli exclusion
principle.
Now let's consider a closed shell atom of 2N electrons
whose trial wavefunction in the orbital approximation is a
single determinant of 2N-spin-orbitals formed from N doiibly
occupied spatial orbitals, the total energy associated with
a wavefunction of this form is
E = 2Ei^i^ 6i‘“> + Ei,/ (2Jij - Kij) (2.21)
where the summation is over the N spatial orbitals.
The next step is to obtain the best possible orbitals
to use in a wavefunction restricted to the single
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determinantal form described above. In other words, we wish
to find those orbitals which lead to a minimiim of the energy
in Eq. (2.21) and also satisfying the condition of
orthonormality.
Using the variational method, let us consider the
functional
J = 2E,,,“ + E,,/ (2J,^ - K,,) -
Ei,/ (<0i|03> -6ij) (2.22)
where the {X^^} are the Lagrangian multipliers. The
requirement now is for 6J = 0 for small variations 60^ of
these optimiam orbitals, since we are interested in finding
the conditions which the orbitals must satisfy in order for
the functional J to have a minimum value.
The Coulomb and Exchange operators can be defined
respectively as
Ji (M) ill) II A H- (u) iv) > 4>i (M)
K. (^l) (/i) II A H- (v) 11/r^u 1 <^3 (u) > <t>i (m)
From Eq. (2.23) above, the Coulomb and Exchange integrals
can be written as
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Jij = <0i (/X) I Jj {^l) \ (m)> = (V) |Ji(u)| 0j(u)>
(2.24)
Kij = <0i (ju) iKj (^) I (pi (^) > = <0j (u) |Ki(i/)] 0j(u)>
It can be seen from above that the Coulomb operator is
just the operator for the potential energy which would arise
from an electron distribution in space with density 4>^* 0^.
The exchange operator, on the other hand, has no classical
analogy, since it arises from the anti-symmetry principle.
The first order variation in the functional J is
6J = 2Ei (<60i|h^|0i> + <0i|hj60i>) + (<60ii2J. -
+ <0il2J. - Kj60i>) + Ei,j (<60j|2Ji - Ki|0j> + <0j|2Ji -
Ki|60^>) - Eij (Xij <60i|0j> + <0i|60j>) (2.25)
where h^ is the monoelectronic part of the atomic
hamiltonian operator. From the eqpjiation above it follows
that
6J = 2Ei [<60i|h^ + Ej(2Jj - K^) \ <f)^>] + E^ [<0i|h^ + (2-
kj)|60i>] - Ei_j [Xij<60i|0j> + Xij<0j60j>] (2.26)
Eq. (2.26) results from the fact that the first and second
doiible summations in Eq. (2.25) are symmetric in their
indices and lead to the same final sums.
It is obvious from Eq. (2.26) that the first and
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second summations are the adjoints of each other since h^,
Jj and Kj are hermitian. Furthermore, the summation indices
in the last term of the doiible summation can be
interchanged. Then using the fact that <0^ | and <60^10j>
are the adjoints of each other, it implies
(2.27)
Eq. (2.26) then becomes
The vanishing of 6J for an arbitrary variation d<p^ is now
satisfied by the conditions
[h, + Sj (2Jj - Kj)]0i = Ej (2.29)
[h^ + Ej (2Jj - Kj)]0i* = Ej Xji (2.30)
Taking the complex conjugate of equ (2.30) and subtracting
from equ (2.29), we obtain
(2.31)




that is, the lagrangian multipliers are the elements of a
hermitian matrix. Thus, equations (2.29) and (2.30) are
complex conjugates of each other and are ec[uivalent. These
equations are known as the Hartree-Fock equations.
The Hartree-Fock equations can be written in matrix
form
^ <t> = <t> \ (2.33)
where ^ is the Hartree-Fock operator defined by
J = h^ + Ej (2Jj - Kj) (2.34)
and 0 and X are given by
0 — [01 02 ^ “ ^11 ^12
X21 X22 ..... Xjjj (2.35)
^N2
It is evident from Eq. (2.34) that the Hartree-Fock
operator is a monoelectronic operator. The summation term
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over the Coulomb and exchange operators represent a one-
electron approximation to the behavior of one electron in
the field of the others.
One can achieve a further simplification by expanding
the orbitals <f)^ in a convenient basis set of analytical
fxinctions {Xp}
<t>, = E," Xp (2.36)
Thus, the variational problem is reduced to a much simpler
problem of finding the optimal set of linear parameters
{api} for a fixed basis set {Xp}/ i-e
FAi = sAiSii (2.37)
where F is the EOEH matrix with elements F^^ = <Xp 1 h®^^ | Xq># s
is the overlap matrix with elements s^^ = <XplXq># and A^ =
(a^i, aji, .... a^)* is a col;imn vector. Equations (2.37)
are called Roothan's equations. They have been widely used
rather successfully for both atomic and molecular closed
shell systems. They are solved iteratively according to the
following cycle :
{api} ^ {FpJ, {Sp,} -* {SpJ,
If the procedure converges for some iteration t, i.e
20
= (api*"} within specified convergence limits, then one calls
the orbitals {0i} self consistent. The procedure converges
usually well but in certain cases it may oscillate or even
diverge. As yet conditions to guarantee the convergence of




Although, it is most desirable to carry out
nonempirical calculations whenever possible; unfortunately,
most of the molecules of greatest chemical interest are too
large, i.e., have too many electrons or too many nuclei, to
be so treated. It is for this reason that semiempirical and
even simplified-model calculations are useful in at least a
qualitative sense. Often these calculations lead to
insights not easily determined by other means, either
theoretical or experimental.
Two main methods of approximation would be employed in
this thesis to carry out calculations of interest, viz., the
modified neglect of diatomic overlap (MNDO) and the Austin
Model 1 (AMI).
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THE MODIFIED NEGLECT OF DIATOMIC OVERLAP METHOD [5]
The MNDO treatment is confined to closed shell
molecules and the valence electrons in them, which are
assumed to move in the field of a fixed core composed of the
nuclei and inner shell electrons (core approximation). The
valence shell MO's (i/'j) are represented by linear
combinations of a minimum basis set of valence shell AO's
W ;
’Ai = (3.1)
The Roothaan-Hall equations allow us to determine the
coefficients C„i which assume the form;
(F,„ - Ei5^„)C„i = 0 (3.2)
where E; is the eigenvalue of the MO lAi and the Kronecker
5. The elements of the Fock matrix are the sum of a one
electron part (core hamiltonian) and a two-electron part
and the electronic energy E^, is given by:
E„ = 1/2 + F^J (3.3)
where is an element of the bond order matrix.
Let us now assume that 0^ and 0„ are AO's centered at
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atom A and the AO's <p^ and <p^ at atom B (A B) . Using this
notation the Fock matrix elements are:
+ 2b V^,,b + uu) - 1/2 inv, nv) ]
Xc) (3.4)
= 2b V^^b + 1/2 P^„[3(MVr Mv) “ (MM, ww) ]
+ Sb 2x,/ Px.(Mu, Xa) (3.5)
F.X = /3,x - 1/2 S„^ 2/ P«,(MU, Xa) (3.6)
The parameters appearing in the Fock matrix are
defined as follows:
(a) One-center one-electron energies which represent the
sum of the kinetic energy of an electron in AO 0^ at atom A
and its potential energy due to the attraction by the core
of atom A.
(b) One-center two-electron repulsion integrals, i.e.,
Coulomb integrals (mm? w) = g^„ and exchange integrals {fiv,
MW) = h^„.
(c) Two-center one-electron core resonance integrals /S^x*
(d) Two-center one-electron attractions V^„b between an
electron in the distribution at atom A and the core of
atom B.
(e) Two-center two-electron repulsion integrals (iiv, Xa) .
The total energy Ejo,"'®' of the molecule is the sum of
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the electronic energy E^, and the repulsions Eab'"® between the
cores of atoms A and B.
E«“°* = E,, + E^b'- (3.7)
The same approximations and parameters used in the molecular
NDDO calculations are used to calculate the electronic
energies of atoms from restricted single-determinantal wave
functions.
In the MNDO approach, the various terms in the Fock
matrix and the repulsions E^b''"' are not evaluated
analytically. They are determined either from experimental
data or from semiempirical expressions which contain
numerical parameters that can be adjusted to fit
experimental data.
The one-center terms g^„, and h^„ are evaluated
using a procedure based on Oleari's method, in which the
theoretical energies of several valence states of the atoms
and its ions are fitted to the corresponding spectroscopic
values. The semiempirical values for the one-center
repulsion integrals g^„ and h^„ are much smaller than the
analytical values. This reduction is attributed to the
coulombic correlation between the motions of the electrons
which tends to keep them apart at every moment and to
decrease their repulsion. The derivation of the one-center
repulsion integrals from experimental data allows
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correlation effects that are formally neglected in the MO
approach to be taken in to consideration.
The two-electron integrals are not evaluated from
analytical formulas, hence a semiempirical model was
developed for these integrals that takes correlation effects
into account. The basic approximations of the model,
parametrization procedure and choice of parametric functions
are given in [5].
The two-center repulsion integrals {^lv, Xa) represent
the energy of interaction between the charge distributions
e0^0„ at atom A and e0x0„ at atom B (elementary charge e) .
Classically, they are equal to the sum over all interactions
between the multipole moments M^^ of the two charge
distributions, where 1 and m specify the order of
orientation of the multipoles. Based on this classical
concept, the two center repulsion integrals are expanded in
terms of semiempirical multipole-multipole interactions
iHV, \a) = 2,1 2,2 2„ [M\„, M«,2m] (3.8)
The semiempirical multipole-multipole interactions are
required to show the correct behavior in the limits R^b -*■ “
and R^b 0; R^b is the interatomic distance. For R^b -*■
they have to converge to the classical values for the
interactions. For R^b = 0, they must reproduce the
semiempirical values for the corresponding one-center
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repulsion intergrals.
Each multipole is represented by an appropriate
configuration [M,„] of 2' point charges of magnitude e/2‘,
with charge separations D,. The interaction [M\„,
between two multipoles is then calculated by applying an
appropriate semiempirical formula to each of the point
charges in the two configurations and by suinming over all
these point charge interactions. Denoting the distance
between the point charges i and j in the interacting
configurations at atoms A and B by Rjj, it follows that:
[M\„, = eV2“^'2 (3.9J
where fi(Rjj) stands for any semiempirical expression which
behaves properly in the limits ^ab 0*
The semiempirical function fl(Rij) was investigated by
use of formulas based on the Dewar-Sabelli-Klopman (DSK)
approximation:
fl(R,j) = [ Rj.2 + (p^ii + pBi2)2 (3.10)
and on the Mataga-Nishimoto (MN) approximation
fl(R,j) = [ Rij + 1/p^ll + p“l2 ]-* (3.11)
With an sp basis set, both functions make use of three
additive terms pi for each element which are characteristic
of monopole,dipole and quadrupole (1 = 0, 1, 2). The
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additive terms pi, are chosen so that Eq. (3.9) yields the
correct semiempirical one-center limit for the interaction
between two monopoles (g„) , two dipoles (h^), and two
quadrupoles (hpp) . Accordingly, po is equal to e^/2g„ in the
DSK approximation and to g„/2e^ in the MN approximation; the
values for pj and pj are calculated by numerical methods.
Equations (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) are the
semiempirical expressions for the two-center MNDO repulsion
integrals.
Let us now turn to the core-electron attractions
and the core-core repulsions Eab"”'- The following functions
for the core-electron attractions and the core-core
repulsions were investigated in the development of the MNDO
method:
V,„.B = -ZB(/i^U^, S«S») + f2(RAB) (3.12)
= Z,,Zb(s^s\ s8s«) + f3(RAB) (3.13)
where and Zb are core charges. In the equations above,
the effect of the atomic core is simulated by the valence-
shell charge distribution ss which, like the core, has no
multipole moments higher than the monopole.
One of the two functions f2(RAB) faC^AB) set to
zero while a different expression was tried for the other
function. This is because if they were both zero, the net
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electrostatic interaction between two neutral atoms almost
vanishes for every value of since the two-center two-
electron repulsion, the core-electron attractions and the
core-core repulsions almost cancel.
These expressions usually included an exponential term
of the form exp(-aRAB), with an adjustable a parameter,so
that the net repulsion between neutral atoms vanishes in the
limit R^b “•
The one-electron resonance integrals which provide
the main contribution to the bonding energy of a molecule,
are assumed to be proportional to the corresponding overlap
intergrals S^^*
= f4(RAB)S,x (3.14)
The overlap integrals between the slater basis AO's are
evaluated analytically, the orbital exponents being treated
as adjustable parameters.
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THE AUSTIN MODEL 1 METHOD
The MNDO procedure has the disadvantage of not
reproducing hydrogen bonds, energies that are too positive
for crowded molecules and too negative for ones containing
four-membered rings, and activation energies that tend to be
too large. The AMI method was designed to eliminate these
errors encountered in MNDO. The MNDO method has the
tendency to overestimate repulsions between atoms when at
ca. their van der Waals distance apart. This was dealt with
by modifying the core repulsion function (CRF) in MNDO. The
CRF is as follows:
CRF(AB) = z,,Zb7„ [1 + F(A) + F(B)] (3.15)
where
F(A) = expC-a^RAB) + SjK^i expCL^iCRAB -
F(B) = exp(-OBRAB) + SjKbj exp [LbjCRab " Mbj)^]
The symbolism is the same as that in MNDO.
Two strategies were used to modify the CRF and reduce
excessive interatomic repulsions at large separations. In
the first, one or more attractive Gaussians were added to
compensate the excessive repulsions directly, centered in
the region where the repulsions were excessive. In the
second, repulsive Gaussians were centered at smaller
internuclear separations, leading to an overall reduction of
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the main term in the expression for the core repulsion and




RESULTS AND DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATIONS
Electronic structure study of molecules is very
important because it aids in explaining various molecular
processes and phenomena which includes molecule formation,
reactivity, adsorption, etc. Electronic structure
calculations involve primarily solving the Schrodinger
equation which enables us to determine the wavefunctions,
allowed energy states, vibrational energies and other
electronic properties.
RESULTS AND DESCRIPTION OF AB INITIO CALCULATIONS
In order to accomplish this, all electron calculations
were carried out on selected atoms and molecules. These
included Chromiixm atom Cr, Hydrogen atom H, Hydrogen ion H*,
Hydrogen cation H'. Results obtained from these initial set
of calculations helped in understanding the bond-formation
between Hydrogen and Chromiiom. Consequently, electronic
structure calculations were further carried out on Hj, Hj',
H2*, CrH, CrH', CrHj, CrHj' at different spin multiplicities.
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Hj {6S/3S, IP/IP) Djj, Symmetry Spin Multiplicity = 1
The potential energy obtained as a function of the
internuclear distance, when electronic structure
calculations were performed on the Hydrogen molecule, Hj,
with basis (Table 2) in symmetry is given in Table 1.
It follows from the results obtained that the
equilibrium energy and internuclear distance are -1.132690
Hartree and 1.4 Bohr respectively. The Hydrogen molecule
which has two electrons has only one doubly occupied orbital
and no singly occupied orbitals. The ground state of this
closed shell molecule's spin multiplicity corresponds to a
singlet. The state designation is where the 1 is the
spin multiplicity and corresponds to the irreducible
representation of Djj, point group. The orbital description
for the minimum geometry is lA^^, the 2 signifies that the
orbital is doubly occupied. The basis set used is given in
Table 2, the first set of nxjmbers corresponds to the S
functions while the second set of numbers corresponds to the
P functions.
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The 6 1 3 at the top colxjmn of the S functions
signifies that six S fiinctions will be contracted to three S
functions, the 1 is the principal quantum number (S = 1, P =
2, D = 3,....). The niimbers below this are the basis
functions. The first column are the six S functions to be











































The basis set used was not satisfactory because there
are too many zeroes in the S function. As a result, a
better basis set was later used which was expected to yield
more accurate results. Table 3 gives the basis set that was
used to optimize previously obtained results.
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TABLE 3. BASIS FUNCTIONS USED TO OPTIMIZE THE POTENTIAL








































We now have seven S functions contracted to three S
functions and three P functions contracted to two P
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functions Table 4 gives the potential energy as a function
of the H-H distance.
TABLE 4. POTENTIAL ENERGY FOR H, (lA^) AS A FUNCTION OF H-H
DISTANCE
















MOLECULE {7S/3S; 3P/2P) SYMMETRY SPIN MULTIPLICITY = 1
An all electron calculation was performed on Hj, with
all the parcuneters used in the earlier calculation remaining
constant i.e symmetry of the molecule, spin multiplicity,
state designation, orbital description and geometry but with
a different basis set. It was observed as can be seen from
Table 4, that this basis set produced better results. The
basis set was optimized as a consequence of the Variational
Principle. We are interested in obtaining the lowest energy
possible since we are assured of being above the exact
energy. The minimiim energy was -1.133254 Hartree which
occurred at the equilibrium geometry of 1.4 Bohr.
This particular set of basis functions will be used
for all siibsequent calculations involving the hydrogen atom.
H^' MOLECULE (7S/3S , 3P/2P) SYMMETRY SPIN MULTIPLICITY
DOUBLET
The Hydrogen anion molecule Hj" has three electrons
and the ground state has a spin multiplicity corresponding
to doviblet. There is only one doubly and singly occupied
orbital and this accounts for the distribution of the
electrons. Symmetry was applied to the calculation and this
is in symmetry. The orbital description for minimum
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geometry is lA^^, and the state designation is
There were also eighteen symmetry orbitals. Table 5 gives
the potential enercfy as a function of the internuclear
distance.

































The equilibriiim energy of -1.064937 Hartree was
obtained at the H-H distance of 1.45 Bohr.
Cr:[Ar]3d® 4s^ (12S/5S, 9P/4p, 3d/2d) Dji, SYMMETRY SPIN
MULTIPLICITY = 7
This calculation was also done in symmetry and
it's atomic spatial symmetry is which is that of the
totally symmetric case. There were twenty-nine symmetry
orbitals and the spin state of s = 3 gave a spin
multiplicity of seven (septet) . Chromiinn has twenty-four
electrons, nine orbitals were doxibly occupied and six
orbitals were singly occupied. The orbitals were dovibly and
singly occupied in this fashion because this gave the
highest spin multiplicity state of the atom. The ground
state designation is and the orbital description for the
doubly occupied orbitals is as follows; lA^^, 2K^, ,
1B,„S 2B,,^ 2B,^^ IBj^^, 2B3^^, and the singly occupied
orbitals 4Ag^, 5A^^, 6Ag^, IBj^^. The geometry was
at the origin and an equilibrium energy of -1038.190427
Hartree was obtained.
The basis set used for this calculation is given in
Table 6.
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TABLE 6. BASIS FUNCTIONS USED TO CALCULATE THE POTENTIAL
































0.086162 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.093671
0.000000
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This basis set was used in all svibseguent calculations
involving Cr.
Having obtained the above results, the next step was
to perform electronic structure calculations on CrH, CrH",
CrHj and CrHj" with various spin symmetries. Note that the
basis set H (7S/3S, 3P/2P) and Cr (12S/5S, 9P/4P, 3D/2D) is
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used for hydrogen and chromium respectively in all
subsequent calculations. The symmetry of the molecules is
but the subgroup is used because the computer
programs can only handle symmetry of the point group Djh and
it's subgroups.
It should also be noted that these calculations are
first done with no symmetry involved; this aids in allowing
us to know how the atomic orbitals transform to symmetry
orbitals. In essence, we can determine which orbitals are
doubly and singly occupied and hence determine the molecular
spatial symmetry. This is because in no symmetry
calculations there is only one irreducible representation
which is A^, and this implies that when the atomic orbitals
are transformed to symmetry orbitals they all have the same
irreducible representation
CrH (12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 6
This molecule has twenty-five electrons, so in order
to attain the highest spin multiplicity (in this case six) ,
we had ten doubly occupied and five singly occupied
orbitals. There were thirty-eight symmetry orbitals, and
the ground state designation is ^A^. The electron
distribution described in terms of symmetry as by the
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occupation of orbitals is as follows; lA^^, 2K^, IBj^,
lBl^ 4Ai^ 5Ai^ 2B2^ , SK^\ 1A2\ TA^S SA^S SB^S SB^^
These orbitals correspond, respectively, to the following
atomic orbitals on the Cr and H atoms; the doubly occupied
orbitals correspond to Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(Pj), Cr(Py), Cr(P^),
Cr(S), Cr(P2), Cr(Py), Cr(P3j) and H(S), while the singly
occupied orbitals correspond to Cr (D^) , Cr(S), Cr(Dyy),
Cr(D^^) and Cr(Dy^). Table 7 gives the total energy as a




















TABLE 7. TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrH(®Ai) AS A FUNCTION OF Cr-H
DISTANCE


















The equilibrixom energy was obtained to be -1038.828408
Hartree at the Cr-H distance of 3.2 Bohr. The depiction of
the potential energy curve is given in Fig 1.
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CrH (12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) Cj, Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 4
The ground state energy of CrH as a function of
internuclear distance with spin multiplicity four (quartet)
has been calculated. Table (8) gives the total energy as a
function of the Cr-H distance and Fig (2) shows this
dependence.
There are eleven doubly and three singly occupied
orbitals. The molecular spatial symmetry is of the
irreducible representation Aj. The electron distribution
described in terms of the Cr-H bond, in Cjv symmetry, as by
the occupation of the orbitals is as follows ; lA^^, ,
3Ai^ 4AiS 2Bi", , SA^^ VA^^ SA^^ IB^S
3Bi^. These orbitals correspond, respectively, to the
following atomic orbitals on the Cr and H atoms; the doxibly
occupied orbitals correspond to Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(P^),
Cr(Py), Cr(Pj, Cr(S), Cr(Pj, Cr(Py), Cr(P^), Cr (D^y) , H(S),
and the singly occupied orbitals Cr(S), Cr(Dyj) and CrCD^^).















RiCr-Hi alstance in Bohr
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TABLE 8. TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrHC^A,) AS A FUNCTION OF Cr-H
DISTANCE

















The equilibrium distance for spin state s = 3/2 was
found to be R(Cr-H) = 3.2 Bohr and corresponded to an energy
of -1038.704873 Hartree.
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CrH (12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 2
An attempt was made to calculate the ground state
energy of CrH with spin multiplicity two (doiiblet) ; but the
energy kept on diverging which suggested that the
convergence criteria were not satisfied.
CrH (12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 5
Electronic structure calculations were performed on
CrH" with spin multiplicity five (quintet). Results
obtained showed that the molecular spatial symmetry is of
the irreducible representation A2. There were eleven doubly
occupied and four singly occupied orbitals. The electron
distribution in terms of Cr-H bond, in symmetry, as by
the occupation of the orbitals is as follows : lA^^, 2K.^,
1B2^ 3Ai", lBl^ 4Ai", 2B2", 2Bi^ SA^", 7Al^ IB^S
lAj^, 4B2^. These orbitals correspond, respectively, to the
following atomic orbitals on the Cr and H atoms; the doubly
occupied orbitals correspond to Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(Py),
Cr(Pj, Cr(P,), Cr(S), Cr(Py), Cr(Pj, Cr(Pj, Cr(D„) and
H(S), while the singly occupied orbitals correspond to
Cr(S), Cr(Dyj), CrCD^^) and Cr(Py). The state designation is
^Aj. Table 9 shows the potential energry as a function of
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internuclear distance and Fig 3 shows this dependence.
TABLE 9. POTENTIAL ENERGY FOR CrH’C^Aj) AS A FUNCTION OF
INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE




















The ground state energy was found to be -1038.684979




























The ground state energy of CrH" for the spin state s =
1 has been calculated. Table 10 gives the total energy as a
function of the internuclear distance and Fig 4 depicts this
dependence. There are twelve doubly occupied and two singly
occupied orbitals. The electron distribution described in
terms of the Cr-H bond, in symmetry, as by the
occupation of the orbitals is as follows ; lA^^, , 3Ai^,
IBj", 4Al^ 2Bi^ 2B2^ , SA^^ , SA^^ SA^^ 33^^.
These orbitals correspond, respectively, to the following
atomic orbitals on the Cr and H atoms; the doubly occupied
orbitals corresponds to Cr(S), Cr(S), CrCP^), CR(P^), Cr(Py),
Cr(S), Cr(P^), Cr(Py), Cr(Pj, H(S), H(S) andCr(S), while
the singly occupied orbitals correspond to CrCD,^) and
CrCDjjj). The state designation is ^B^.
The equilibri\im energy for this state was obtained to
be -1038.686901 Hartree at R(Cr-H) = 3.6 Bohr. The
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TABLE 10. TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrH" (^B^) AS A FUNCTION OF THE
INTERNUCLEAR GEOMETRY



















CrH-C12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) CjV Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 1
The energy did not converge for this state.
CrH2(12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) C^V Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 5
Chromium dihydride (CrHj) has twenty-six electrons, so
a quintet state (spin state of s = 2) is achieved by having
eleven orbitals doubly occupied and four orbitals singly
occupied. It should be noted however, that since CrHj has
two degrees of freedom, the calculation becomes more tedious
and time consuming. The calculation was done in
symmetry and the molecular spatial symmetry is of the Aj
irreducible representation. There were also forty-seven
symmetry orbitals, which was constant for all calculations
involving CrHj and CrHj'. The ground state energy was
calculated by initially making the H-H internuclear distance
constant at 1.4 Bohr and simultaneously varying the Cr-H
internuclear distance. When a minimum was obtained the
contrast was done i.e keeping Cr-H distance constant and
varying H-H distance, this procedure enabled us to determine
the actual equilibrium energy. The value of 1.4 Bohr was
chosen because this was the equilibrium bond distance of H^
deduced from earlier calculations. Table 11 shows the
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potential energy as a function of the internuclear geometry.


























































































































The equilibritom energy of -1039.387617 Hartree
corresponds to the geometry Cr-H : 5.2 Bohr and H-H ; 1.4
Bohr. It should be observed however, that the H-H distance
obtained in CrH2 is the same as the equilibrium distance of
the Hj molecule from earlier calculations. Naively, one can
say that the H-H bond was unaffected in the calculation.
The electron distribution described in terms of the Cr-H and
H-H bond in CrHj, in symmetry, as by the occupation of
the orbitals is as follows ; lA^^, 2Ai^, IBj^, IB^^, 3Ai^, 4Ai^,
23^^ 5AiS 6Ai^ 7A^\ IB^S SA^^ 33^^ . These
orbitals correspond, respectively, to the following atomic
orbitals on the Cr and the H atoms; the do\ibly occupied
orbitals correspond to Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(Py), CrCP^^), Cr(P^),
Cr(S), Cr(Py), Cr{P^), Cr(P^), H(S) and Cr(S), while the
singly occupied orbitals correspond to CrCD^^), Cr(D3„),
Cr(Dyj) and Cr(Dj^). The state designation is ^Aj. The
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Potential Energy For CrHj (^A2) As A Function Of


















Potential Energy For CrH^ (%) As A Function Of
R(H-H) At R(Cr-H) =5.1 Bohr
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Potential Energy For CrH^ (^A2) As A Function Of





















Potential Energy For CrH^ (^A^) As A Function Of
R(H-H) At R{Cr-H) = 5.3 Bohr
1.0 1,5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
R(H-H) in Bohf
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CrH2(12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) CjV Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity= 3
The ground state energy of CrHj for spin state s = 1
has been calculated. Table 12 gives the total energy as a
function of Cr-H and H-H distance and Fig 9 shows this
dependence.
TABLE 12. SHOWING THE CORRELATION BETWEEN BOND DISTANCE AND
TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrHj (^A,)
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There were twelve doubly occupied orbitals and two
singly occupied orbitals. The spatial symmetry of the
molecule is of the Aj irreducible representation. It
follows that the state designation is . The electron
description described in terms of the Cr-H and H-H bond, in
Cjy symmetry is, viz ; lA^^, 2A.^^, , IBj^, SA^^, 4Ai^, 2B.^,
2B2 , 5Ai^, 6Ai^, 8Ai^, SA^^, lAj^. These orbitals
correspond, respectively, to the following atomic orbitals
on the Cr and the H atoms; the doubly occupied orbitals
correspond to Cr(S), Cr(S), CrCP,^), Cr(Py), Cr(P^), Cr(S),
Cr(P^), Cr(Py), Cr(Pj, H(S), CrCD^^) and Cr(S), while the
singly occupied orbitals correspond to CrCD^^^j), and CrCD,^).
The equilibrixim energy of -1039.231648 Hartree obtained
at bond distance Cr-H : 6.5 Bohr H-H ; 1.4 Bohr was too high
and fovind not to be bound.
CrH2(12S/7S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) CjV Symmetry Spin
Multiplicity = 7
The ground state energy of Chromium dihydride for spin
state s = 3 has been calculated. Ten orbitals were doubly
occupied while six orbitals were singly occupied to attain
this state for CrHj. The molecular spatial symmetry is of
the irreducible representation A^; so the state desicfnation
corresponds to ’A^. The electron distribution described in
Cjv symmetry in terms of the Cr-H and H-H bonds as by the
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occupation of the orbitals is as follows : lA^^, 2Ai^, SA^^,
IB^^ IBiS 4Ai", SA^S 2BiS 2B2", SA^", 7A^^, lA^S SB^S SB^S
8Aj^^, 9Ai^. The doxibly occupied orbitals (in ascending order
starting with the first orbital) are; Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(P^),
Cr(Py), Cr(P^), Cr(S), Cr(Pj, Cr(P^), Cr(Py), H(S).
Likewise, for the singly occupied orbitals; CrCD^j), Cr(D^),
Cr(Dyj), Cr(D^^), Cr(S), Cr(S). Table 13 expresses the total
energy as a function of the inter-nuclear distance.
TABLE 13. SHOVTENG THE CORRELATION BETWEEN BOND DISTANCE AND
TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrHj C'Ai)




























The energy at minim\im geometry is -103 9.365036
Hartree, and the internuclear distance is Cr-H :3.5 Bohr
H-H :1.4 Bohr.
The results generated in Table 13 were used to sketch




Potential Energy For CrHj As A Function Of
R(Cr-H) At R(H-H) = 1.4 Bohr
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CrH^- (12S/5S,9P/4P,3D/2D;7S/3S,3P/2P) Spin Multiplicity = 6
CrHj' has twenty-seven electrons, so the sextet state
(spin state of s = 5/2) is achieved by having eleven doxibly
occupied and five singly occupied orbitals. This was a no
symmetry calculation and hence the molecular spatial
symmetry is A^. The state designation is therefore The
electron distribution described in terms of the Cr-H and H-H
bonds as by the occupation of the orbitals is as follows;
lAi^ 2K^, 3Ai^ 4AiS SA^^ SA^^ IK^, SA^^ , lOA^^ llA^^
12Ai^, 13Ai^, 14Aj^^, ISAj^^, ISA^^. These orbitals correspond,
respectively, to the following atomic orbitals on the Cr and
the H atoms, for the doubly occupied orbitals Cr(S), Cr(S),
Cr(Py), Cr(P,), Cr(Pj, Cr{S), Cr(Py), Cr(P,), Cr(Pj, H(S),
Cr(S). and the singly occupied orbitals Cr(Dyj), Cr ,
Cr(Dyy), Cr(Py), Cr(Djj). The total energy as a function of
the bond distance is presented in Table 14.
The energy at minimTom geometry is -1039.360999 Hartree
obtained at distance Cr-H : 5.2 Bohr H-H : 1.4 Bohr. The
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TABLE 14. SHOWING THE TOTAL ENERGY FOR CrH," (‘A^) AS A















































CrH,' (12S/5S, 9P/4P, 3D/2D;7S/3S. 3P/2P)
Symmetry Spin Multiplicity = 4
The ground state energy of CrHj' for the spin state s
= 3/2 has been calculated . Table 15 gives the total energy
as a function of the internuclear distance and Fig's 13 and
14 show this dependence.
The quartet state is achieved by having twelve doubly
occupied orbitals and three singly occupied orbitals. The
molecular spatial symmetry is and as a result, the state
designation is '‘Bj . The electron distribution described in
Cjv symmetry in terms of the Cr-H and H-H bonds as by the
occupation of the orbitals is as follows ; lA^^, 2K-^, ,
IBj^ 4Al^ 2B2^ , BA^^ SA^^ TA^^ SA^^ SA^S lA^^
3Bi^. These orbitals correspond, respectively, to the
following atomic orbitals on the Cr and H atoms; the dovibly
occupied orbitals correspond to; Cr(S), Cr(S), Cr(P^),
Cr(Py), Cr(Pj, Cr(S), Cr(Py), Cr(P^), Cr(P,), H(S), Cr (D^) ,
Cr(S); and the singly occupied orbitals correspond to;
Cr(D^), Cr(D^), Cr(P^).
The energy at minimum geometry is -1039.220013 Hartree
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Potential Energy For CrHj' (^32) As A Function Of
R(H-H) At R(Cr-H) = 3.7 Bohr
RfH-Hl in Bohr
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TABLE 15. POTENTIAL ENERGY FOR CrHj'(%) AS A
INTERNUCLEAR DISTi^CE
























RESULTS OF SEMIEMPIRICAL CALCULATIONS
All-electron calculations on large molecules using the
ab initio procedure takes too much computer time and as a
result becomes prohibitive. Semiempirical calculations
provide an alternative route for solving the allowed energy-
states, bond strength, e.t.c of large molecules due to
parametrization and other assvimptions made on the
Hamiltonian. The MNDO and AMI methods will be used to
explain electronic properties of interest on CjHj, CgHg and
CH3OH.
The program employed was Gaussian 90 and as a result
the input of C2H2 is explained below, input for other
molecules follow the same analogy. The input of CjHj is
given in Table 16. The Gaussian input is also called the
Z - Matrix.
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c 2 1.20 1 179.99
H 3 1.08 2 179.99
The initial line in Table 16 gives the charge and spin
multiplicity; this implies that CjHj is a neutral molecule
and singlet state. The first line of the Z - matrix simply
specifies a hydrogen. The next line lists a carbon atom and
specifies the internuclear distance between it and the
hydrogen as 1.08 Angstroms. The third line defines another
carbon with a C-C distance of 1.2 Angstroms (i.e., from atom
2, the other carbon) and having a C-C-H angle (with atoms 2
and 1) of 179.99 degrees. The fourth and final line is the
only one for which all three internal coordinates need be
given. It defines the other hydrogen as bonded to the
second carbon with a H-C distance of 1.08 Angstroms, an H-C-
C angle of 179.99 degrees and a H-C-C-H dihedral angle of 0
degrees. The dihedral angle is zero degrees because
acetylene is a linear molecule.
The C-C and C-H distance shown in Table 16 are the
experimental values. The energy obtained with these values
using MNDO and AMI were 0.0936556 and 0.087892 respectively.
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The minimiim energy obtained using the MNDO approach is
0.0922034 which corresponds to internuclear distances C-C
1,194792 A and C-H : 1.050996 A. The AMI approach gave an
equilibrium energy of 0.0872878 which corresponds to
internuclear distances C-C : 1.195502 A and C-H : 1.060592
A. This calculation was done in Cjv symmetry. Table 17
gives the total energy as a function of the internuclear
distances for the two methods.
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Table 17 consists of two parts; the first set of
results correspond to varying the C-C distance while the C-H
distance is kept constant (equilibrium distance). The
second set of results is just vice-versa.
BENZENE (CgHg)
The Z-matrix for CgHg is given in Table 18. Benzene
is a linear molecule hence the dihedral angles are zero.
The ground state energy obtained using the MNDO and AMI
approach were 0.350995 and 0.328034 respectively. X-ray
diffraction studies show that the six carbon-carbon bonds in
benzene are equal and have a length of 1.3 9 A. The carbon-
carbon bond length was calculated to be 1.387459 A and
1.37 8757 A using the MNDO method and AMI method
respectively. The carbon-hydrogen bond lengths were found
to be 2.07969 A (MNDO) and 2.085955 A (AMI). This
calculation was done with CS symmetry. Tables 19 and 2 0
give the total energy as a function of bond lengths.
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Table 18. GAUSSIAN INPUT FOR BENZENE
C
C 1 R
C 2 R 1 q;
C 3 R 2 Q! 1
C 4 R 3 Q! 2
C 5 R 4 a 3
H 1 r 2 0 3
H 2 r 3 0 4
H 3 r 4 0 5
H 4 r 5 0 6
H 5 r 6 0 1










R = C-C distance
r = C-H distance
a = 120 degrees
0 = 150 degrees
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TABLE 19 TOTAL ENERGY FOR CgHg AS A FUNCTION OF
INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE
MNDO RESULTS



























TABLE 20. TOTAL ENERGY FOR CsHg AS A FUNCTION OF
INTERNUCLEAR DISTANCE
AMI RESULTS






























The ground state energy of methanol has been
calculated using both the MNDO and AMI methods. Results
obtained are given in Tables 22 and 23. The equilibrium
energy is -0.091466 (MNDO) and -0.090936 (AMI). The carbon-
oxygen bond distance and C-O-H angle were 1.392628 A and
111.621605” respectively using the MNDO method; 1.410282 A
and 107.210816° respectively using the AMI approach. These
values compare with the experimental values of 1.425 A and
108.5°. The gaussian input for methanol is given in Table
21. The values of the optimized variables in the MNDO
approach are as follows :
CO = 1.390896 A, OH = 0.946589 A, CHB = 1.119075 A, OCHB =
112.313082°, CHA = 1.115002 A, OCHA = 108.087205°, COH =
111.621605°, HOCH = 60.58447° . Likewise, for the AMI
method ; CO = 1.410282 A, OH = 0.964178 A, CHB = 1.118796 A,
OCHB = 110.969809°, CHA = 1.119102 A, OCHA = 105.159234°,
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COH = 107.210816°, HOCH = 61.083607° . This calculation was
done with symmetry.
TABLE 21. GAUSSIAN INPUT FOR METHANOL (CH3OH)
C
0 1 CO
H 2 OH 1 COH
H 1 CHA 2 OCHA 3 180.0
H 1 CHB 2 OCHB 3 HOCH
H 1 CHB 2 OCHB 3 -HOCH
CO = carbon-oxygen bond distance
OH = oxygen-hydrogen bond distance
COH = carbon-oxygen-hydrogen angle
CHA = carbon-hydrogen distance (HI)
CHB = carbon-hydrogen distance (H2 and H3}
OCHA = oxygen-carbon-hydrogen angle (HI)
OCHB = oxygen-carbon-hydrogen angle (H2 and H3)
HOCH = dihedral angle
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The primary objective of this dissertation was to
survey various methods of Quantum Mechanics relative to
electronic structure and property determination, with
secondary importance to particular molecular systems.
Two methods of calculations were studied, namely, Ab
initio SCF calculations and Semiempirical calculations. The
Ab initio SCF calculations were at the Hartree-Fock level,
while the semiempirical calculations were performed at the
Modified Neglect of Diatomic Overlap (MNDO) and Austin Model
1 (AMI) level.
The results obtained via these methods were consistent
with existing experimental data. It should be emphasized
that ab initio procedures require significantly more
computer time when compared to semiempirical procedures. In
the semiempirical approach, the AMI method produced more
accurate results with respect to the MNDO method.
It can thus be concluded that semiempirical methods
are more effective for large molecular systems; on the other
hand, ab initio methods are adequate for simple model/atomic
calculations.
These quantum mechanical methods enable us to
determine various electronic properties such as the energy.
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vibrational frequency, population analysis, orbital
description, dipole moment, dissociation energy and so on.
In the imminent future, surface physics calculations
will be performed to aid in describing adsorption phenomena.
A new method for correlated electronic structure
calculations, that makes explicit reference to valence
electrons only known as Ab initio Correlated Valence Shell
Effective Hamiltonian method for atomic and molecular
systems (CVSEH) , will be used for this purpose. The method
is based on constructing a valence Hamiltonian that includes
a one-electron effective potential for the core-valence
interactions. This method will significantly reduce the
required computer time when compared to an all electron
calculation while producing the same result. It also has
the advantage of not restricting one to small electron
systems. Data compiled in this dissertation would be used
for this future study.
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